The Pig's Sparkling Adventure

Funny story • 3-4 years old

...All characters to lean's in! ... with the whispers of nature!
Part 1: A Pig's Adventure

Once upon a time, in a world much like ours, there lived a pig named Percy. Percy was not an ordinary pig, though. He loved to explore and had a curious mind. One sunny morning, Percy woke up with an idea. He wanted to go on an adventure and see what lay beyond the farm where he lived.

Percy trotted out of his pigpen, snout held high in excitement. As he wandered through the fields, he came across his friend, Benny the bunny.

« Good morning, Percy! » Benny hopped over with a cheerful grin.

« Good morning, Benny! I have a grand plan today. I want to go on an adventure! » Percy exclaimed, his tail wagging.

« Oh, how exciting! Can I come along? » Benny asked eagerly.

« Of course, Benny! The more, the merrier! » Percy replied.

The two friends set off, their small hooves and paws making soft sounds as they walked. As they ventured further, they stumbled upon a wise old owl named Oliver perched on a branch.

« Hello, Percy and Benny! What brings you two out this fine day? » Oliver hooted.

« We're going on an adventure, Oliver! Would you like to join us? » Percy asked, looking up at the owl with hopeful eyes.

Oliver blinked his large, wise eyes. « Why, I haven't been on an adventure in ages. Count me in! »

And so, the trio continued their journey, the sun shining brightly overhead. They trekked through meadows and forests, encountering all sorts of creatures along the way. They met a chatty squirrel named Sammy and a mischievous raccoon called Ruby, who decided to join them on their adventure.

As they traveled deeper into the woods, they came across a mysterious cave. The entrance was covered in thick vines, making it nearly impossible to see inside. Percy's curiosity got the better of him, and he couldn't resist exploring further.

« Hmm, I wonder what treasures lie within this cave, » Percy pondered aloud.

Benny hopped nervously. « Are you sure it's safe, Percy? »

Oliver hooted softly. « Let us proceed with caution. We don't want any surprises! »

As they entered the cave, their eyes widened in amazement. The walls glittered with precious gemstones, casting a magical glow on everything inside.

« Wow! This is incredible! » Sammy squeaked.

Ruby's eyes gleamed mischievously. « Think of all the fun we can have with these shiny rocks! »
Part 1 continued in Part 2...
The quiz: did you understand the story well?

1) What is the name of the pig in the story?
   • a) Benny
   • b) Percy
   • c) Sammy
   • d) Ruby

2) Who wanted to go on an adventure with Percy?
   • a) Benny
   • b) Oliver
   • c) Sammy
   • d) Ruby

3) What did they find inside the cave?
   • a) Flowers
   • b) Toys
   • c) Gemstones
   • d) Books

4) What animal did they meet in the forest?
   • a) Squirrel
   • b) Bear
   • c) Elephant
   • d) Lion

5) Who suggested being cautious before entering the cave?
   • a) Benny
   • b) Percy
   • c) Oliver
   • d) Ruby

Correct answers:
1) b) Percy 2) a) Benny 3) c) Gemstones 4) a) Squirrel 5) c) Oliver
Glossary: complicated words in the story

**Curious**: Having a strong desire to know or learn something

**Venture**: To go somewhere that is unknown or dangerous

**Perched**: Sitting or resting on a high place

**Trekked**: To make a long and difficult journey on foot

**Encountering**: Coming across or meeting someone or something

**Mischievous**: Behaving in a way that is playful and mildly troublesome